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Abstract: In this paper, we shall present an account of certain combinatorial aspects of a

measure of rank correlation due to Kendall (1938) and point out its relation to the analysis

of patterns of preference and indifference which in recent years, have been matters of intense

discussion among the social psychologists because of their fundamental role in dealing with

certain vital issues of social decision theory.
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§1. Introduction

For standard terminology and notion in digraph theory, we refer the reader to the classic text-

books of Bondy and Murty [1]and Harary et al. [3]; the non-standard will be given in this paper

as and when required.

A Smarandachely k-signed graph (Smarandachely k-marked graph) is an ordered pair S =

(G, σ) (S = (G,µ)) where G = (V,E) is a graph called underlying graph of S and σ : E →
(e1, e2, ..., ek) (µ : V → (e1, e2, ..., ek)) is a function, where each ei ∈ {+,−}. Particularly, a

Smarandachely 2-signed graph or Smarandachely 2-marked graph is called a signed graph or

a marked graph. A signed digraph S = (D,σ) is balanced, if every semicycle of S is positive

(See [3]). Equivalently, a signed digraph is balanced if every semicycle has an even number of

negative arcs. The following characterization of balanced signed digraphs is obtained in [6].

Proposition 1.1(E. Sampathkumar et al. [6]) A signed digraph S = (D,σ) is balanced if,

and only if, there exist a marking µ of its vertices such that each arc −→uv in S satisfies σ(−→uv) =

µ(u)µ(v).

In [6], the authors also introduced the switching and cycle isomorphism for signed digraphs.

The rank means the position of an item or datum in relation to others which have been arranged

according to some specific criterion, when used as verb, it means the act of assigning a rank to
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each term or datum according to the specified criterion (See, Wolman [7]). Ranking is then the

arrangement of a series of values, scores or individuals in the order of their magnitude which

may be decreasing or increasing. The problem of ranking individuals according to the extent of

a prescribed attribute possessed or exhibited by them is of primary importance in the process

of interpretation of statistical data for decision making in a wide variety of situations arising

in experimental behavioral sciences. Moreover, when the individuals are ranked separately

with regard to two different attributes, the two rankings may not be the same in general and

hence the problem of effectively comparing the two rankings arises. A natural approach to such

comparison is to quantify the content of correlation between the two rankings in some way that

would reflect the individuals standing in each of the two rankings. Such a numerical value used

to represent the content of correlation that may exist between any two given rankings is called

a measure of rank correlation.

Several types of rank correlation measures exist in literature (See, Guilford and Fruchter

[2], Kendall [4]). Of particular interest to us in this paper is Kendall τ (‘tau’) measure which

resets on no regression analytic assumptions (See, Kendall [4]). This measure has numerous

applications, including the testing of hypotheses, but bears no direct relation to the traditional

family of productmoment correlations (See, Guilford and Fruchtter [2]).

§2. Complete Signed Digraphs and of Measure of Rank Correlation

Given two rankings A and B of n individuals v1, v2, ..., vn, Kendall [4] has defined a new measure

τ of rank correlation between A and B. We give here a method of construction of a complete

signed digraph S = (D,σ) with n vertices, from which we can easily find Kendall s τ by the

formula τ = P−N
P+N

, where P and N respectively denote the number of positive arcs and number

of negative arcs in S. A complete signed digraph is a complete digraph in which every arc is

assigned either + or −.

In [5], Sampathkumar and Nanjundaswamy obtained Kendall s τ for complete signed

graphs. By the motivation of Kendalls τ for complete signed graphs, here we make an attempt

to obtain the same for complete signed digraphs. Let V = v1, v2, ..., vn and a ranking of V is a

bijective map A : V → {1, 2, ..., n}.
Let A and B be two rankings of V = {v1, v2, ..., vn}. Construct a signed digraph S on

the complete digraph
−→
Kn whose vertices are labeled v1, v2, ..., vn as follows: consider A as

the objective ranking and change the label of
−→
Kn according to the rule: vi → VA(vi), for all

i ∈ {1, 2, ..., n}. Observe that B(Vj) = B(vj), whenever A(vi) = j. Now, label the arcs of
−→
Kn

with respect to the new labeling recursively as below. For each i = 1, 2, ..., n− 1,

σ(
−−→
ViVj) =







+, if B(Vi) < B(Vj)

−, otherwise

for each j, j = i+ 1, i+ 2, ..., n. From the above, we can easily observe that

σ(
−−→
VjVi) =







+, if B(Vj) < B(Vi)

−, otherwise
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Hence, let P and N denote the number of positive and negative arcs respectively in the

signed digraph S so obtained. Then the Kendalls measure τ of rank correlation is given by

τ =
P −N

P +N
. We now illustrate the above method of finding τ by an example.

Example 2.1 Let A and B be the two rankings of four individuals v1, v2, v3 and v4 given as

follows:

Individuals v1 v2 v3 v4

Ranking A : 3 1 4 2

Ranking B : 1 2 3 4

Draw the complete signed digraph S on v1, v2, v3 and v4. Consider A as the objective ranking.

Relabel the vertices of S as follows: v1 → V3, v2 → V1, v3 → V4 and v4 → V2.-	�� 	? 6?6? -6
(v1, V3) (v2, V1)

(v3, V4)(v4, V2)

-

+

+-

+

-

- +
-

+

-
+

Fig.1

In Fig.1, B(V3) = B(v1) = 1, B(V1) = B(v2) = 2, B(V4) = B(v3) = 3 and B(V2) =

B(v4) = 4. Here, we sign the arcs of D as mentioned above. For example, since B(V1) > B(V3)

(B(V3) < B(V1)) the arc e =
−−→
V1V2 (e =

−−→
V2V1) is labeled as negative (positive).

The signed digraph obtained in the above figure has P = 6 and N = 6. Hence, τ = 0.

We can easily deduce the following properties of τ from the formula τ =
P −N

P +N
:

1. |τ | ≤ 1

2. There is a perfect positive correlation between the rankings of A and B ⇔ all arcs in S

are positive, i.e, N = 0 ⇔ τ = 1.

3. The rankings A and B are exactly inverted ⇔ all arcs are negative, i.e, P = 0 ⇔ τ = −1.

4. If the arc
−−−→
V1Vn in the signed digraph is positive (negative) then it follows by the construc-

tion of that P ≥ N (P ≤ N) and hence τ ≥ 0 (τ ≤ 0).

5. Since each arc of the signed digraph S is labeled either positive or negative, the probability

that an arc is positive (negative) is 1
2 , and hence the number of positive (negative) arcs

is a binomial variate. Since the probability that an arc is positive is exactly equal to the

probability that is negative, the limiting case of distribution of number of individuals, is
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increased indefinitely, is the normal distribution. Hence, the distribution of τ tends to

normality for large n.

The original Kendalls method of finding τ goes as follows: Rearrange A as an objective

order A′ and write below it corresponding ranks in B to obtain the relative permutation B′ =

(b′1, b
′
2, ..., b

′
n). For each j, j = 1, 2, ..., n − 1, consider the order of allot n − j ordered pairs

(b′j , b
′
k), k = j + 1, ..., n and allot score +1 to (b′j, b

′
k) if b′j < b′k (then we say that (b′j , b

′
k) is in

the correct order) and allot a score −1 to (b′j , b
′
k) if b′j > b′k (then we say that (b′j , b

′
k) is in the

wrong order). The sum of all these scores is called the actual score. The actual score of the

objective order A′ = (1, 2, ..., n) is thus the combinatory function nC2 and obviously must be

the maximum possible score for any ranking of n items. Kendalls definition of τ is then,

τ =
actualscore

maximumscore
.

Applying this procedure to the rankingsA and B of above Example, we find and then computing

τ according to τ =
actualscore

maximumscore
it turns out that τ = 0, the value which also came out by

computing according to τ =
P −N

P +N
. That in general τ =

P −N

P +N
and τ =

actualscore

maximumscore
are

equivalent.

Individuals v1 v2 v3 v4

Ranking A : 1 2 3 4

Ranking B : 2 4 1 3
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